Times for Trec training 7th March 2020 (updated 5/3/20)

Apologies but I have revised times and groups slightly due to some unavoidable changes. I hope this doesn’t inconvenience anyone. These times will stand now and won’t be changed again.

If you have any problems you can contact me by text (07931 594014) or email – km_barker54@gmail.com

I look forward to seeing you all on Saturday.

9.30 – 10.30 (In-hand)
Sue Scarrott
Elaine Norris
Hannah Cope

10.30 – 11.15 (beginners)
Amanda Biggs
Rachel Stevens

11.15 – 12.00 (youngsters)
Shayni Caffell
Kelsey Caffell

12.00 -12.30 Lunch break

12.30 – 1.15
Ann-Marie Hemmings
Sharon Sweeney

1.15 – 2.15
Jan Paxton
Vladi Novakova
Jenny Rivett

2.15 – 3.30
Juliette Eaton
Ruth Demagalski
Amy Halliday
Angela Lumsdon